DANIELLE NOBLE
ABOUT
Danielle Noble is an attorney in our Newport Beach o5ce, practicing in the areas of
workers’ compensation defense, civil litigation, Special Lien Proceeding Consolidation
litigation before the Special Adjudication Unit of the Department of Workers’
Compensation, and insurance defense. Danielle has been practicing in workers’
compensation and civil litigation since 2012. As counsel for numerous insurance carriers
and employers, Danielle has educated on various changes in law and the changing legal
landscape for employers in California, including assisting with employer handbooks,
required documents for employees, training materials and injury reporting protocol.
Danielle’s experience in litigation has included representing employers and insurance
carriers before the Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board as well as representing
corporations and insurance carriers in civil litigation. Danielle has taken over 500
depositions on employment and workers’ compensation related matters, and has
effectively cross-examined numerous experts and physicians through litigation. Danielle
has also handled multiple workers’ compensation and civil matters through trial.
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Prior to the practice of law, Danielle worked for a large restaurant chain, and traveled
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across the country as a corporate trainer. While in this role, she focused on employer
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best practices and risk management. During law school, she was a CertiNed Law Clerk
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for the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s O5ce, death penalty division, and was a
law clerk for Universal Studios. Danielle also participated in Moot Court competitions,
and was awarded CALI Excellence Awards in Appellate Advocacy and Death Penalty. She
was admitted to the State Bar of California in 2012, and the Central District Court in
2018.
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